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Black & Veatch received the Vanguard 
Organization of the Year Award from the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City School of 
Computing and Engineering Resources (SCE) for 
our support of STEM resources in Kansas City. 

This award was presented to BV for our 
exemplary support for the School of Computing 
and Engineering.
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Our Foundation
provides a way for the company and its professionals to support charitable 
organizations and programs that create significant, measurable impact aligned 
to the company’s Mission and Values in communities where we live and work.

Core focus areas and major funding priorities
BV’s core focus areas: STEM Education, Humanitarian Aid, 
Reducing Inequalities and Sustainability closely align with the 
U.N. Sustainable Development goals. Signature programs are 
those that are major funding priorities for BV.

STEM Education 
(science, technology,  
engineering and  
mathematics) 

Humanitarian Aid  
in global disasters, for  
people in need

Signature Programs, 
where BV has a longstanding relationship and engagement of our professionals

Reducing 
Inequalities 
empowering women 
and girls and 
marginalized groups 
to support progress 
on diversity, equity 
and inclusion

2021 
Accomplishments

	● Vanguard Award

	● Supported 33 new 
charitable organizations 
in 2021

	● Added Sustainability as 
a funding focus area to 
support work improving 
the communities where 
we live and work

	● Created a team 
matching gift program 
for U.S. project sites

	● Lowered the minimum 
matching gift amount to 
$50 for professionals

	● Launched the BV 
Employee Disaster Relief 
and Hardship Fund

	● Extended grant giving 
into South America

Sustainability
improving 
communities where 
we live and work.
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Fenton Robotics is extremely 
appreciative of the grant 
awarded by Black & Veatch. 
There has been significant 
growth in participation of 
Fenton Robotics at all levels. 
Student fees cover some of the 
cost but it’s the sponsorship of 
companies like Black & Veatch that allow us 
to be competitive, innovate and give unique 
opportunities to students that wouldn’t be 
available in our school outside of robotics.” 

Todd Ferguson, Lead Mentor, Fenton Robotics

“
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2021 Grant Recipients

●  DE&I   I   9%

●  Humanitarian Aid   I   10%

●  Other   I   6%

●  Signature Program   I   32%

●  STEM   I   42%

●  Sustainability   I   1%

Total
$1.7  

million

● Greater Kansas City   I   70%

●  U.S.   I   26%

●  APAC  I   3%

●  Americas and EMEA   I   1%

Regional  
Breakdown

*Does not include CSR/philanthropic giving in India, which is managed in India and not through the Foundation.
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We are so appreciative of 
BV for their support of this 
critical programming. Our utility 
partners found great value in talking with 
each other to understand resilience challenges 
and to learn from each other’s successes as 
well as stumbles. Our ability to jointly provide 
thought leadership in this space is because of the 
Foundation’s commitment to the water industry. 
We look forward to partnering in the future.” 

Melissa L. Meeker, CEO, The Water Tower

“

The Water Tower Institute, Inc.
Climate Change, Resilience and Insurance/Reinsurance Initiative
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These are a few of the 
organizations BV has supported 
through grants in 2021.

   
STEM Education

	● Ardoch Limited

	● Boys & Girls Club of America

	● FIRST Robotics Teams

	● In4All

	● KC STEM Alliance

	● 82 grants awarded to minority students 
engineering chapters at colleges and 
universities

                    
Sustainability 

 
	● Water Tower Institute

	● Mississippi River Cities and Towns Initiative

 
Signature Programs 

	● March of Dimes

	● United Way

	● Christmas in October 

  
Humanitarian Aid 

	● American Chamber of Commerce in  
Thailand Foundation

	● Engineers Without Borders

	● Water for People

	● Heat and Warmth Fund

	● American Red Cross

	● Medical Missions Foundation

 
Reducing Inequalities 

 

	● Friends In Deed

	● Yasan Thisable

	● W.E.B. DuBois Learning Center

	● Kansas City Girls Preparatory Academy
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Engineering (especially electrical engineering) is critical 
to the continued advancement of humanity. Black & 
Veatch expanded its matching gift program to include 
COVID-19-focused donations, so it was a no-brainer to 
me to donate to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) and leverage the company match 
opportunity. I’m fortunate to be in a position (and 
pleased to be able) to support the IEEE Foundation in 
its continued mission, and to help advance engineering 
while we cope with this global pandemic.” 

David Ziskind, BV Project Manager

“
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Including:
	● March of Dimes  ($7,893)

	● Our Spot KC  ($1,329)

	● American Cancer Society  ($1,566)

	● Various food banks across the U.S.  ($5,588)

Matched donations for  
291 professionals 

 $61,000 total of 
all matching gifts

181
organizations

2021
$60,784

2020

$62,690
2019

$36,142

Total gift matching (2019 – present)

DONATE

2021 Matching Gifts and  
Employee Disaster Relief Fund
Open to all U.S. professionals, the Black & Veatch Matching Gift Program gives 
our employee owners the opportunity to have their charitable donations 
matched by the Foundation, dollar for dollar, up to a maximum of $300.

Average 2021 match: $208

Team matching gifts
	● One team matching gift in 2021

	● $2,000 to Stephen Siller Tunnel to Towers 
Foundation on behalf of the Blue Springs 
Solar Office

Employee Disaster Relief (EDR) Fund

Open to all current BV professionals (or those on 
approved leave), the BV EDR & Hardship Fund 
provides short-term financial assistance during 
emergencies or unexpected personal hardships 
caused by emergencies such as floods, tornadoes or 
other natural disasters, fires or explosions, significant 
medical situations, automobile or other accidents.

	● Five professionals helped in 2021 with  
approved grants.

	● Classification of what category the requested 
funds were for:
	|  1 Home Catastrophe
	|  1 Natural Disaster 
	|  3 Medical Emergencies for either self, spouse  
or dependent
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Pratthanadee Foundation, Thailand

BV provided a grant to fund the Pratthanadee Foundation’s “Claim your 
Rights” workshop. The  workshop was conducted in under-resourced 
high schools in northeast Thailand and provided training to at least 
1,000 underprivileged high school girls. Girls received self-learning kits 
that included information about avoiding and responding to dangerous 
situations; basic self-defense moves and when to employ the techniques; 
awareness of current gender-related issues in Thailand; and knowledge of 
women’s rights in Thailand and publicly available assistance services.

Women are the backbone of society and it is 
to them that the family turns when they are in 
trouble. We believe when you help a woman, 
the impact is beyond just the individual. It also 
has a positive ripple effect on the family and the 
community.”

pratthanadee.org

“


